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01: Introduction

Stations are a vital component of the passenger
railway network. A well located and designed
station provides for demand for rail travel by
allowing passengers safe and easy access to the
services they require. Stations offer facilities for
finding up to the minute information, buying
tickets, sheltering from the elements and
interchanging to the next leg of a passenger
journey. Successful stations add to the passenger
experience and support the economic, social and
environmental benefits of rail.

Network Rail and franchised Train Operating Companies (TOCs)
operate over 2,500 stations on the rail network in Great Britain.
Passenger usage of the railways is currently experiencing strong
growth. Passenger numbers have increased by 57 percent in the last
ten years and Network Rail’s recently published Market Studies
foresee thirty years of continuous passenger growth. This presents
a challenge to some stations. Many were built over 100 years ago
and were designed for different types and numbers of users and
different patterns of travel and settlement than are found today. In
such cases, investment may be necessary to ensure that stations
are able to continue to meet the demands of the railway and the
travelling public, today and in the future.
A number of ring fenced funds for enhancing stations have been
made available to the industry over its next five year funding period
(to 2019). However, the railway industry also welcomes and actively
encourages carefully considered investment in stations from
interested third parties.
The Investment in Stations Guidance is for use by any organisation
which is interested in investing in station facilities. Such promoters
would typically include local authorities, private developers,
regional bodies and community rail partnerships. The guidance
aims to ensure that such investment returns the maximum benefit
to the investor and to passengers and other station users.
New Stations: A Guide for Promoters was originally published by the
Strategic Rail Authority (SRA) in 2004. Following significant
changes in the structure of the rail industry and the winding up of
the SRA, Network Rail published a revised document Investment in
Stations: A guide for promoters and developers in 2008. An update
was published in 2011 to accompany the Network RUS: Stations
published in the same year. This 2014 version retains the core
guidance offered in the 2011 edition. Updates have been made to
structure and content based on feedback from stakeholders:

Accrington eco-station redevelopment (Funded by: Lancashire County
Council, Hyndburn Borough Council, National Stations Improvement
Programme and European Regional Development Funding).
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•

The document has been updated to take account of changes to
legislation, policy and standards

•

Greater emphasis is placed on the requirement that schemes be
value for money, fit with industry plans, have an affordable
whole life cost, and minimise disruption to the operational
railway

•
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The document has been restructured to guide promoters clearly
through key considerations for the initial development of a
scheme

1.1 Document aims and objectives
This document has three objectives. Firstly, it guides promoters on
how to engage with the rail industry and who to contact for
assistance in developing a proposal for station investment.
Secondly, it provides a planning framework which promoters of
investment in a station can adopt in developing their proposal,
including key questions for promoters to consider in the early
stages. Thirdly, it provides background information on rail industry
structure, policy, processes and standards to aid promoters in
developing a proposal which is relevant and well informed.
The guidance consists of:

•

A summary of relevant considerations for selecting investment in
a station as a suitable option to achieve a local transport
objective

•

Identification of the different options for investment in a station
and guidance on when they might be appropriate

•

Information about the rail industry’s business case appraisal
process for new schemes and the evidence required to support a
robust proposal

The section on background information includes:

•

A brief synopsis of current industry structure relevant to station
investment

•
•

Discussion of local planning regulations likely to be of relevance
A description of the industry processes and standards needing to
be complied with when investing in stations

01: Introduction

1.2 Summary of guidance
Chapter 2 gives general guidance on how investment in station
facilities can be considered as an option to achieve specific
transport objectives. Chapters 3-5 consider the options for
investment in stations and when each is appropriate.
The key considerations discussed are as follows:

Liverpool South Parkway Station - new station
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•

An option selection process should be carried out in order to
establish that the option selected is the most effective means of
achieving the promoter’s objectives.

•

Engagement with both the local train operating company (TOC)
or companies, the Station Facility Owner (SFO) and Network Rail
is vital as they can advise the promoter as to the potential
operational and financial viability of a proposal for station
investment at an early stage.

•

•

Enhancement of existing station facilities should generally be
the first option considered for station investment as it is likely to
minimise disruption and adverse operational impacts on the
railway. Consideration should be given to relocating an existing
station or the opening of a new station where enhancement
does not meet the scheme’s objectives or there are additional
benefits associated with these options. However, station
relocation or the addition of a new station to the network is likely
to cause disruption and will only be possible where operational
constraints allow.
Any proposed investment needs to demonstrate a positive
impact for passengers and the existing railway network. For
example, a new station needs to serve a new market and provide
links to origins and destinations which would be desirable to
potential passengers without substantial disadvantages such as
longer journey times for existing passengers. This positive
impact should be demonstrated in a WebTag compliant business
case.
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•

Investment proposals must consider government objectives for
the relevant route and the Long Term Planning Process (LTPP)
which is the rail industry’s thirty year plan. Proposals which have
impacts conflicting with industry strategy are unlikely to secure
industry support.

•

Proposed investment should consider other recent and planned
investments in stations and the rail network. A programme of
planned investment may provide a good or even a one-off
opportunity for coordinated third party investment in station
facilities. Conversely, the relocation of a station which has
recently seen substantial investment or the opening of a new
station on a section of line that has had journey time
improvements is unlikely to offer benefit to the railway.

•

When station investment is partially or wholly funded by the
Department for Transport (DfT) or Transport Scotland (TS) from
a ring fenced fund, or is under a commercial framework to
administer DfT or TS funding, the investment should be targeted
to meet the conditions of that funding. These may include
revenue return to the DfT or TS, generation of new revenue
streams, passenger satisfaction improvement measurement
through passenger survey Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) or
other specific objectives.

1.3 Summary of background information
The background information provided in chapters 6 and 7 covers:

•

The structure of the rail industry and how a promoter can
engage with the industry to develop their proposal

•

Policy and planning considerations relevant to investment in
stations

•
•

Rail industry governance and standards, and relevant legislation
Who to contact at Network Rail

02: Developing a proposal

This chapter presents a structured approach to be
followed by promoters preparing a proposal for
investment in a station.

2.1 Option methodology
Promoters of investment in stations should identify the specific
objectives of their scheme. Such objectives might include:

•

Increasing the connectedness of a community by providing new
travel options

•

Providing transport links to a new or growing community, a
commercial centre or a public facility

•
•
•
•

Encouraging local economic development
Increasing usage of a station
Increasing passenger satisfaction at a station
Increasing revenue generating opportunities at a station

In order to show how the above objectives will be achieved by
investing in a station the proposal will need to:

•
•
•
•

Identify the nature of the local transport challenges being faced

•

Evaluate which of the potential options for rail investment is
appropriate; consideration should be given to rolling stock and
timetabling solutions which for some objectives may offer better
value for money than investment in a station

•

Consider the impact of the proposed option on the operation of
the railway

•

Consider how the proposed option fits with industry strategy and
objectives

Determine the different transport options that could be adopted
Understand the existing and future market for rail travel
Demonstrate why a rail based enhancement is most appropriate
as part of a package of enhancements or on its own

2.1.1 Understanding demand

Coleshill Parkway new station (Funded by: Laing Rail, DfT through LTP,
Warwickshire County Council and North Warwickshire District Council)
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Understanding the local demand for rail travel is fundamental in
developing an appropriate investment option. Network Rail, in
consultation with rail industry stakeholders as part of the Long
Term Planning Process (LTPP), has published a series of Market
Studies which forecast demand in four market sectors over the next
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thirty years. While the Market Studies consider the market as a
whole, at a local level the market for rail travel will typically be
influenced by factors including local population density and work
patterns, train service provision and the accessibility of a station. A
proposal for investment in a station facility should consider both the
Market Study forecasts and local factors to understand the size and
nature of the future market for rail travel at a station and develop
an option for investment which addresses the needs of this market.
A proposal may seek to increase demand by encouraging a modal
switch to rail. This might be achieved by ensuring that a station
provides services to desirable destinations, is accessible, has
sufficient capacity, and has facilities that passengers desire and
which encourage them to travel by rail.
2.1.2 Understanding capacity
Having established that demand for the proposed option exists, the
promoter should assess the impact of the proposal on existing and
planned rail services and stations, giving consideration to any
capacity constraints identified on the route by the LTPP. Capacity
constraints elsewhere on the network may restrict the generation of
new demand at a station. If, for example, services on the affected
route are severely congested then capacity improvements at a
single station are unlikely to achieve significant benefit.
2.1.3 Alignment with rail industry strategy
The rail industry LTPP is the thirty year strategy for the rail network
in Great Britain. It is comprised of three different elements which
together define the future capability of the rail network. Market
Studies forecast future rail demand and develop conditional
outputs for future rail services, based on stakeholders’ views of how
rail services can support delivery of the market’s strategic goals.
Route Studies, which will replace the established geographical
Route Utilisation Strategies (RUSs), develop options for future
services and for development of the rail network, based on the
conditional outputs and demand forecasts from the market studies,
and assess those options against funders’ appraisal criteria in each
of Network Rail’s devolved Routes. Route Studies inform the
development and delivery of timetables, infrastructure
maintenance and renewals for the network. Cross Boundary
analysis considers options for services that run across multiple

02: Developing a proposal

routes to ensure that consistent assumptions are made about these
services.
A proposal for investment in stations should ensure that its
objectives fit with the LTPP’s strategy for the route. For example, a
proposal introducing additional station calls on a route where
journey time savings are identified as a priority is unlikely to be
successful. Promoters should contact Network Rail’s Strategic
Planners for details on LTPP strategy (see chapter 8); all published
documents are available on the Network Rail website.
2.2 Investment in stations options
If investment in station facilities is determined to be the best means
of achieving the promoter’s objectives, it can take the form of three
options which should be considered in the following order:
1. Improvement of an existing station facility
2. Relocation of an existing station facility
3. New station opening.
This section summarises these investment options and the
circumstances in which they are likely to be appropriate. Detailed
guidance on considerations relevant to each option is provided in
chapters 3, 4 and 5.
2.2.1 Investment in an existing station
The first investment option that should be considered is the
promotion or enhancement of existing station facilities. In many
cases this will be the least expensive option for the promoter and
will have the lowest impact on the operational railway. Such
investment could add to the capacity of a station to meet demand
or enhance its attractiveness to passengers in order to increase
station usage. It could involve measures to increase the accessibility
of the existing stations through improvements to bus interchanges,
car parking, signage or pedestrian access.
2.2.2 Relocation of an existing station

Shotts station (Funded by: Access For All)
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Consideration should be given to the relocation of an existing
station when enhancement of a station does not meet the
promoter’s objectives or relocation can be shown to offer better
value for money. Stations may be relocated to new sites where they
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can more conveniently serve the local population and provide better
access to the rail network by offering more frequent and diverse
services. The new location might be suited to serve a new
development that is likely to generate significant new demand on
the railway. Relocation also avoids duplication of facilities. This
option will have an impact on the operational railway which will
need to be assessed, but if existing train services have their calling
points shifted to the new location this impact is likely to be
minimised.
2.2.3 Development of a new station
A proposal for a new station would be considered when neither of
the other options is able to meet the promoter’s objectives, or the
opening of a new station can be shown to offer better value for
money. A new station may allow the rail network to attract new
passengers, for example by serving a new development or out of
town park and ride facility but the creation of a new station stop for
existing services may have a negative operational impact on the
railway, potentially increasing journey times for existing
passengers. A new station proposal will therefore have to show clear
benefits in providing for existing and future demand and offering
new and desirable journey opportunities. A Train Operating
Company (TOC) must support the provision of services to the new
station and early engagement with TOCs is essential to any
proposal. Development of a new station might include reopening a
facility which had previously been closed, where this would meet the
conditions described.
2.3 Developing a business case for investment
As with all transport infrastructure investment, enhancements to
the rail network will only be considered when a business case
demonstrates that the proposed investment offers value for money.
Business cases must follow the Department for Transport’s (DfT)
5-case model and be WebTag compliant or follow Transport
Scotland’s (TS) STAG principles for Scottish schemes. Network Rail
can advise on the development of a business case at a level of detail
appropriate to the proposed scheme. Key factors for the promoter
to consider in the development of a business case include:

•

The benefits that the scheme will provide, for example increasing
revenue by attracting new passengers to the railway;
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•
•

Any negative impacts of the scheme upon existing passengers
and freight operators, both on the railway network and on other
local transport infrastructure;
The whole life cost of the scheme, including any ongoing subsidy
that might be required, and potential funding sources. It is
important to ascertain how this would fit into railway industry
funding cycles and other infrastructure investment cycles (both
rail industry and local transport investment streams).

Without a positive business case a scheme will not be taken forward
for consideration by railway industry stakeholders. The railway
industry encourages promoters to have early discussions with the
contacts identified in chapter 8 to establish the likely viability of
proposals and for guidance in preparing a business case.

Mitcham Eastfields new station (Funded by: Network Rail)
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2.4 Consultation with the rail industry
It is vital that rail industry bodies are consulted as early as possible
in the development of a proposal for investment in a station.
Network Rail and the relevant TOC (s) will be able to gauge the
potential viability of a scheme from the outset. They can also
provide specific local advice and guidance on operational
considerations which must be taken into account in order to develop
a successful proposal, and information on any enhancements or
changes to service patterns already planned at the station. More
information on rail industry structure is included in chapter 6 and
details of who to contact at Network Rail can be found in chapter 8.

03: Investing in an existing
station

This chapter provides guidance for developing a
proposal to invest in an existing station.
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3.1 Introduction
Investment in an existing station is likely to be the least expensive
investment of the three options available to scheme promoters and
the least disruptive to the operation of the railway. Promoters are
encouraged to consider this option first.
When investing in an existing station, the nature of the intervention
applied will depend upon the specific objectives of the investment.
A summary of the key issues the promoter should consider when
developing a proposal for investment in an existing station is
included in Table 3.1. Any proposed scheme must demonstrate that
it offers value for money and fits with the Government’s objectives
and rail industry’s plans.
There are a range of possible options to enhance an existing station
depending on the objectives of the investment.
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To improve the safety of a station and its desirability as a place to
be, lower-cost or cosmetic initiatives such as improved lighting and
signage, redecoration, replacement of platform furniture or
refurbishment of toilets might be appropriate. Creation of retail or
refreshment facilities may also be an option. More substantial
improvements are likely to be required to increase accessibility and
capacity. These might involve the installation of ramps or lifts to
fulfil Equality Act requirements (which may attract ‘match-funding’
from other sources), or the creation of new entrances, exits and
spaces within the station, or improvements to cycle and car parking
or interchange facilities.
There are recent examples where a major enhancement to an
existing station has been delivered through third party funding and
joint ventures with developers. The redevelopment of Epsom station
in 2013 with new housing and a hotel is one example of such a
scheme.

Table 3.1 Key issues for consideration when investing in existing stations
Issue

Key considerations

1. Objectives
Investment in a station might be aimed at:
Accommodating increased demand at the station

What is the nature of the demand, or the transport
problem, which the investment is seeking to
address?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supporting shorter journey times or reliability improvements on the route
Encouraging a greater level of usage of the station
Encouraging a shift towards more sustainable transport modes through improving public transport
service facilities and connectivity to/from the station or providing additional facilities for cyclists
Addressing the needs of particular groups of rail users at a station e.g. by improving accessibility
Improving passenger information at the station
Addressing secondary impacts of journeys made from the station e.g. reducing the impact of
station user parking in the local neighbourhood.

The proposed investment must be appropriate to the scheme’s stated objectives.
Epsom station redevelopment (Funded by: Network Rail and Kier Property)

03: Investing in an existing station
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Table 3.1 Key issues for consideration when investing in existing stations
Issue

Key considerations

1. Objectives
If so, options may include:
• Improvements to available car parking facilities

Is the purpose of the investment to increase
capacity at the station?

Burnley Manchester Road - redeveloped station (funded by Burnley Council,
Lancashire County Council and European Regional Development fund)

What are the Government’s objectives for the
route?

•
•
•
•
•

Improvements to pick up and drop off access at the station

•
•

Can the proposal contribute to the Government’s objectives and is there funding available to do so?

•
•

In most cases Network Rail will be the freeholder of the station

•

Consideration should be given to the interface between the Station Facility Owner (SFO) who will
operate the station, and Network Rail as the Infrastructure Manager of the operational railway,
including responsibility for operational, maintenance and renewal costs following the
enhancement

•

Enhancements will be easier (hence cheaper) to plan and deliver if they do not involve disruption to
the operational railway

•

Alterations to car parks, concourse facilities and sometimes platform based facilities are less likely
to involve disruption to train operation. Structural alterations to platforms and overbridges or
crossings are more likely to impact on the operational railway

•

Where there is (or might be) an impact on the operational railway, asset protection arrangements
will need to be agreed with Network Rail.

Improvements to station buildings or platform areas
Improvements to help the interchange of pedestrians, buses, cycles and taxis
Improvements to accessing the station from the wider environment
Network Rail’s Network Route Utilisation Strategy (RUS): Stations has made extensive
consideration of station capacity issues and solutions; the document is available on the Network
Rail website

Do the objectives of the investment conflict with Government objectives and route plans? If this is
the case the proposal is unlikely to gain industry support.

2. Implementation

Who owns and operates the station?

Are enhancement works likely to impact on the
operational railway?
Deptford station following a joint project funded by National Stations
Improvement Programme and Lewisham Council

Normally the leaseholder and operator of the station will be one of the Train Operating Company
(TOCs) which serve the station

03: Investing in an existing station
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Table 3.1 Key issues for consideration when investing in existing stations
Issue

Key considerations

2. Implementation

•

Larger scale enhancements to access to/from the station such as interchange re-design will
significantly impact upon accessibility during the construction phase

•

Consideration will need to be given to the provision of temporary access routes and facilities to
minimise disruption

•

Where there are impacts on adjacent land not owned by Network Rail, Outside Party asset
protection agreements may be required.

•

The initial point of contact will be the local TOC to establish the ownership of the building(s) that
the promoter wishes to bring back into use for community purposes. Specific guidance on this
issue has been developed by the Association of Community Rail Partnerships (ACORP) in their
2014 ‘Station Adoption: A guide for the local community’ document available at: http://www.
acorp.uk.com/Assets/Acorp%20Station%20Adoption%202014.pdf

•

Further guidance can also be found within section 4.4.2.2 of the Network Rail Alternative
Solutions RUS (July 2013)

What sort of design guidance is available for station
enhancements?

•

Network Rail’s Station Design Strategy is the source for best practice guidance in designing new
stations and station enhancements. The strategy will be published in 2015 and will be available
on the Network Rail website.

With which parties are agreements required to deliver
enhancements and, where applicable, ensure ongoing
operation?

•

This will vary on a case-by-case basis. As a minimum, Network Rail will require that ‘asset
protection’ processes are followed, to ensure that existing infrastructure is not damaged or
disturbed and that ongoing network operations can also continue where possible.

What guidance is available on commercial agreements
that may need to be put in place?

•

Network Rail has a number of commercial frameworks for station investment incorporating
guiding principles and setting out appropriate governance. Details are available from Network
Rail’s Corporate Commercial department which can be contacted through Network Rail’s
Strategic Planners listed in chapter 8.

Are enhancement works likely to impact on the access
to/from the station?

What is the process for bringing previously redundant
station buildings back into use by the local community
and not-for-profit organisations?

3.Guidance/best practice
Ormskirk station redevelopment. This project was funded by: Lancashire
County Council, Merseytravel, Railway Heritage Trust, West Lancashire
Borough Council, Northwest Regional Development Agency (NWDA) and
National Stations Improvement Programme

04: Replacement or
relocation of an existing
station
This chapter provides guidance for developing a
proposal to replace or relocate an existing
station.
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4.1 Introduction
When changes in the market for rail travel mean that investment in
existing station facilities cannot effectively achieve the promoter’s
objectives, the rail industry recommends that consideration is next
given to the replacement or relocation of an existing station. Much
of the UK’s railway network was designed in the 19th century and
shifts in settlement patterns and changes in town centre land uses
over time mean that some existing stations may not now be
situated on the most appropriate sites in our towns and cities. The
relocation of a station might therefore allow it to meet today’s
demand for rail travel, offer improved journey and interchange
opportunities, and attract new passengers
The industry welcomes suggestions that propose relocation of
existing facilities where a better-located replacement station can be
built, ideally as part of a new development.
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Relocation of a station should aim to make the station more
accessible to the local community and offer better access to the rail
network with increased journey opportunities. While opening a new
station could result in additional station calls affecting journey
times and the operational workings of the railway, the closure of an
existing station mitigates these impacts if train services calling at
the closed facility are able to transfer their stops to the new station.
As for all options for investment in stations, it must clearly be
demonstrated how the replacement or relocation of a station would
achieve the promoter’s objectives, that the scheme offers value for
money and that it fits with government objectives and rail industry
plans. A summary of the key issues the promoter must consider
when developing a proposal replacing or relocating an existing
station is included in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Key issues for consideration when proposing replacement or relocation of an existing station
Issue

Key considerations
What new destinations or catchment areas would a relocated station be able to serve?

How would relocation of a
station improve its ability to
meet demand for rail travel?

•
•
•

Would the current catchment
area for the existing station be
disadvantaged by a relocation
scheme?

•
•
•

Current data on footfall at the existing station proposed for relocation

•

The Department for Transport (DfT) published the ‘Railway Closures Guidance’ in October 2006. The document is
available by following the link at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/railway-closures-guidance . The
publication sets out how railway closure proposals should be assessed and processed.

•

A station closure can be proposed by the Secretary of State for Transport, Scottish Ministers, the National Assembly for
Wales, the English Passenger Transport Authorities or the Mayor of London. A train operator or the network operator
can also propose a closure though the relevant national authority must approve. The Office of Rail Regulation (ORR) is
responsible for ratifying all full closure proposals

•

Key consultees in the station closures process are Network Rail, the relevant Train Operating Company (TOC) or Freight
Operating Company (FOC) affected by the closure, DfT or Transport Scotland, Passenger Focus and/or London
TravelWatch – the passenger watchdog bodies

What is the process for closing
an existing station and which
organisations can propose such
a closure?
Relocated Dumgelloch station (Funded by: Transport Scotland)

What is the net increase in demand achieved by relocating the station?
Is the demand the relocation is targeting genuinely not provided for at present? Relocations should avoid duplicating
facilities

Location and access routes of population served by existing station to the proposed new site
Consideration of the Public Transport Accessibility levels of the new station relative to the station proposed to be
replaced

05: Planning a new station

This chapter provides guidance for developing a
proposal to open a new station.
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5.1 Introduction
If the promoter’s objectives cannot feasibly be met either by
investing in or relocating an existing station, a completely new
station may be the solution. New stations can help the rail network
attract new passengers who did not previously have good access to
rail services. However, as such an option is likely to represent a large
investment with a potentially disruptive impact on the operational
railway, it is important that a series of key issues are considered at
the outset of planning for a new station. Engagement with these
issues will help to ensure that the proposal is robust and consistent
with the industry’s planning framework. The key issues to be
considered fall broadly into three areas:
Economic and financial:
• Demonstration of the benefits of a new station contributing to a
positive business case for the proposed scheme

•

Understanding the cost of building and operating the new
station and how this would be funded

•

Understanding the necessary commercial interaction with the
rail industry
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Operational and performance:
• Ensuring a proposal aligns with Government objectives and rail
industry plans

•

Assessing whether the solution proposed fits with other services
and infrastructure constraints on the chosen route

Design concept:
• Reviewing the basic suitability of the site proposed

•

Understanding present rail industry standards for new stations

5.2 Economic and financial
The development of a positive business case is essential to the
success of a new station proposal. In order to develop a business
case the promoter must understand the costs and the impacts of
the scheme. This in its turn requires consideration of a number of
commercial issues which are likely to influence the whole life cost of
the scheme.
Table 5.1 sets out a checklist of the commercial and economic issues
and key considerations.

Table 5.1 Key issues for consideration when proposing replacement or relocation of an existing station
Issue

Key considerations

What are the benefits
associated with the opening of
a new station?

•
•
•

These might include:
Increased revenue from higher passenger numbers
Benefits of encouraging a modal shift to rail
Benefits of providing greater accessibility to communities

Promoters must ensure that the benefits recorded relate to new markets captured by the investment rather than, for
example, re-counting passengers who already travel by rail

What are the negative impacts
that might be associated with a
new station?
Buckshaw Parkway - new station (Funded by: Lancashire County Council,
Chorley Council and Network Rail)

•

The extended journey time associated with additional station stops can impact negatively on revenue. This will
counter the revenue benefits gained from new passengers attracted to the new station. This should be assessed in the
business case and economic appraisal that must be undertaken for the proposal.

•

A new station may lead to revenue abstraction from Train Operating Companies (TOCs) operating from nearby
stations due to existing passengers being diverted to the new facility. This is unlikely to be an issue if the same TOC
serving the new station exclusively serves other nearby stations.

05: Planning a new station
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Table 5.1 Key issues when planning a new station (commercial and economic)
Issue

Is the new station likely to be
affordable?

Has a train service operator
been identified?

Has a Station Facility Owner
(SFO) been identified?

Key considerations

•

The size of a new station and the extent of the facilities provided will have a major influence on the cost of the scheme.
A proposal for a new station must demonstrate that the proposed facility would achieve the promoter’s objectives
with an affordable whole life cost.

•
•

Operational costs, including the maintenance of new facilities, should be considered in the assessment of affordability.

•

A TOC will be required to operate services, and needs to be engaged from the start. Ultimately their franchise
agreement will need to be varied and agreement reached on any net impact on TOC costs and which party covers any
shortfall. A relevant franchising authority will also need to be engaged at the outset.

•

At project inception stage it is not realistic to expect a detailed understanding of figures, but a promoter should have
considered whether serving the new station could add substantially to TOC operating costs, for example if increased
mileage is required or longer trains.

•

The facilities at a new station and the associated staffing levels can be important drivers of cost. A TOC would usually
be the Station Facility Owner (SFO). Estimates of the net cost of operating the station need to be considered alongside
the build cost as early as possible in order for the promoter to judge the potential whole life cost of the development.

•

Some stations may need to be staffed, and these operational costs should also be considered. Ticket offices may be
occupied full or part time. Dispatch or other railway staff may also be required.

Each site will need to be considered on its own merits before a cost indication can be given. Network Rail’s Strategic
Planning teams (see chapter 8) will be able to give some indication of likely costs at a relatively early stage in the
development of a project.

5.3 Operational and performance
Operational and performance issues need to be considered at the
inception stage of the project and early engagement with Network
Rail and TOCs is recommended to establish scheme feasibility. It is
important that a proposal for a new station is developed with
cognisance of the current and planned service pattern on the route
and of existing infrastructure constraints.

Conon Bridge - new station with an innovative short platfrom (Funded by:
Highland Council, HiTRANS, Network Rail and First ScotRail)

As part of the rail industry’s Long Term Planning Process (LTPP),
Network Rail is facilitating the development of a series of Route
Studies, to be published from 2014. These studies will assess the
specific rail based impacts of predicted demand by key rail corridor
or area and suggest investment choices for funders where
necessary to meet that demand. The Route Studies also set the
strategy for service frequencies and train lengths. They are key
documents for promoters to consult when developing a proposal for
a new station. Published Route Studies and a programme of their

development are available on the Network Rail website. For those
routes which do not yet have a published Route Study, the
geographical Route Utilisation Strategies (RUSs) comprise the
established industry guidance. Engagement with Network Rail is
advisable in these cases as they may be able to provide an early
view of forthcoming Route Study recommendations.
Having established whether there is a fit with the industry planning
framework, a promoter will also need to form an early view as to the
appropriate service pattern at the new station. This would include
the practicality of stopping all or just some of the existing services
at the new station, or of introducing new services to serve the
facility. The views of the relevant franchising authority should be
sought.
Table 5.2 sets out a checklist of issues and key considerations
concerning operations and performance.

05: Planning a new station
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Table 5.2 Key issues when planning a new station (operations and performance)
Issue

Is the new station proposal consistent with the vision for the
route set out in the relevant Route Study?

Is the railway used exclusively by one type of service, or a mixture
(e.g. stopping, express, freight etc)?

In terms of destinations, timing and stopping pattern, do existing
services passing the site ‘fit’ with the anticipated patterns of
travel from the new station?
Mitcham Eastfields - new station (Funded by: Network Rail)

Location of signalling equipment including signals at proposed
site.

Key considerations

•

If the Route Study identifies the route section as a capacity constraint and/or a
performance risk it may not be possible to stop existing services at a new station
and it is unlikely to be possible to run additional services.

•

If the Route Study identifies services already exceeding maximum capacity at peak
times, it is unlikely that a plan to stop existing services at the station will be
practical.

•

It will be easier to accommodate calls at the station if all services are currently
stopping trains rather than all express, or a mixture.

•

If the proposed site is on a high speed line between major conurbations it is unlikely
that it will be possible to insert stops into express service schedules.

•

If they do not, provision of new services/alterations to existing service origins and
destinations will need to be considered, which is likely to be expensive.

•

The requirement to locate additional signals or in some cases move existing signals
is likely to add substantially to the cost and time taken to complete the project.
Network Rail will be able to advise on the likely infrastructure requirements of a new
station proposal.
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5.4 Design concept
In order to gain a high level understanding of the likely cost of the
project, the promoter should develop some basic features of the
station’s design. Network Rail has produced a Station Design
Strategy which should be referred to as the first point of guidance
for station design on the regulated network. Table 5.3 sets out a
non-exhaustive list of restrictions that may have a major impact on
new station developments and which promoters of new stations
should consider at an early stage. More details of applicable
industry standards is included in section 7.5.3.

Buckshaw Parkway - new station (Funded by: Lancashire County Council,
Chorley Council, and Network Rail)
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Table 5.3 Key issues when planning a new station: Design concept
Issue
Platform length

Are track gradients
acceptable at the location
of the proposed station?

Is the railway straight or
curved at the location of
the proposed station?

How many new footbridges
will the station require?

Is the railway in a cutting/
on an embankment/
difficult to access?

Is road access available to
the site/is adequate land
available for parking?

Existing buried and
exposed services

Key considerations

•

Platforms of new stations should (in the vast majority of cases) be at least the length of the longest train currently or planned to serve the station.

•
•

Railway Group Standard GIGN7616 states that wherever possible, platforms shall be located adjacent to track with an average gradient not steeper than 1 in 500.
The Infrastructure TSI 2008/217/EC and 2011/275/EC should be consulted for platform length requirements. Note that these TSI will be amalgamated into a single, revised Infrastructure TSI from
January 2015.

•

It may be possible to locate platforms on a steeper gradient, but not if trains are planned to reverse or terminate at the station. If proposals are put forward for new platforms on a gradient steeper than
1 in 500, consideration will need to be given to the need for additional arrangements to ensure safety.

•
•
•

Steep gradients can make stopping and starting trains difficult especially in areas affected by heavy leaf fall.

•
•

Curved platforms can cause problems in implementation of the requirements of the Equality Act 2010 owing to gaps between the train and platform.

•
•

New barrow crossings between platforms are highly unlikely to be approved on safety grounds, therefore a footbridge is likely to be required as a minimum unless an underpass is an alternative option

•

Network Rail’s Strategic Planning teams (see chapter 8) will be able to give some indication of likely costs at a relatively early stage in the development of a project.

•

Construction costs may be affected by passenger accessibility issues; in particular meeting Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) implementation requirements (i.e. step-free access to all areas) is more
difficult in these locations.

•
•
•

Road access will be essential both during construction and once the station is operational.

•

Provision of service infrastructure (water, drainage, electricity, communications) can be a major cost if they do not currently exist at the proposed site. The requirements to provide services should be
considered in assessing the suitability of a site.

•

Where services do exist they may be an obstacle to the proposal for a new station. Surveys should be carried out early in the design process to identify any services which require relocation.

Railway Group Standard GIGN7616 requires new station platforms to be straight where possible.
The Infrastructure TSI 2008/217/EC and 2011/275/EC should be consulted for platform length requirements. Note that these TSI will be amalgamated into a single, revised Infrastructure TSI from
January 2015.

In addition, curved platforms make sighting of train doors by crew difficult. Platforms on horizontal curves with radii of less than 1000m may be permitted if due consideration has been made of
stepping distances and visibility issues.

Location of a new station close to an existing overbridge/underpass will save substantial costs, although this is not applicable next to existing level crossings (Network Rail policy is to reduce the number
of level crossings over time, wherever possible). A new footbridge of a modular design will offer savings over a bespoke designed structure.

As a minimum, a pick up and drop-off point for 3 or 4 vehicles will be necessary.
The number of parking spaces provided will be closely linked to the promoter’s and the rail industry’s views of the market the station will serve. Clearly a new station in a suburban or non urban area on a
commuter route into a key conurbation is likely to require significant parking. Conversely a relatively central urban station or one serving a shopping centre or airport may require only minimal parking
facilities.

06: Working with the rail
industry

This chapter details how developers and
promoters can engage with the industry to
progress their proposal for investment and to
address the considerations and requirements
described in chapter 5. It explains the structure of
the industry and the process of project
management followed by Network Rail for all
railway enhancements

6.1 Early stages
Early engagement with the rail industry is indispensible to ensure
that proposals for station enhancements or new stations can be
developed successfully. Network Rail’s route-based Strategic
Planning teams act as the first point of contact for promoters;
contact details for each of these teams are included in chapter 8 of
this document.
Proposals should be developed in accordance with the guidance
presented in chapters 2 - 5. Where Network Rail is involved in the
proposed enhancement, Network Rail’s Strategic Planning teams
will work with developers and local authorities on the scheme
throughout the feasibility processes and planning stages. When
the proposal has been developed and funding secured, ownership
of the project will transfer within Network Rail to the relevant
Network Rail Route Enhancement Manager (REM) for the area
concerned. The REM will allocate a sponsor to the project. The
sponsor will be the promoter’s single point of contact and will be
responsible for the project, following the Network Rail standard
project management process.
6.2 Project management

St Neots following a completion of an Access for All scheme (Funded by:
Huntingdonshire District Council, Access for All and Network Rail)
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Governance for Railway Investment Projects
For most station investments, Network Rail’s Governance for
Railway Investment Projects (GRIP) must be followed to monitor
and project manage investment in the rail network. GRIP has been
developed to minimise and mitigate the risks associated with
delivering enhancement projects on an operational railway and
covers the project process from inception to post-implementation
realisation of benefits. Network Rail’s licence obligations require it
to be confident that when schemes are completed, they can be
operated and maintained safely, reliably, efficiently and cost
effectively. The GRIP process ensures that projects are delivered in
such a way as to support these obligations and is used on all
enhancements made to the network and to stations, including
third-party funded works.
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The GRIP process is split into eight defined parts of the project
lifecycle.
1. Output definition;
2. Pre-feasibility;
3. Option selection;
4. Single option development;
5. Detailed design;
6. Constructing, testing & commissioning;
7. Scheme hand-back; and
8. Project close-out.
Network Rail can assist promoters in ensuring that their proposal is
developed to take account of GRIP requirements. More information
about GRIP is available on the Network Rail website:
http://www.networkrail.co.uk/aspx/4171.aspx.
Where stations are held on a long full repairing lease by the train
operator franchisee, and the proposed changes or improvements
fall within the scope of development rights of the franchisee, it may
be the franchisee’s investment processes and design approvals for
stations assets that apply.
6.3 Industry structure
The rail industry is made up of a number of different entities and
the industry’s planning framework has undergone a number of
changes in recent years. This section clarifies the accountabilities of
the different organisations and the relationships between them,
and identifies particular policies of relevance to promoters of
investment in stations. Industry structure is illustrated in Figure 6.1.
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Network Rail

The Railways (Interoperability) Regulations 2011.

Network Rail is the owner of rail infrastructure in Great Britain,
including track, bridges, tunnels and the freehold of most stations.
It is accountable for the operation, maintenance and renewal of
network assets and plays a key role in rail industry planning,
including leadership of the development of the Long Term Planning
Process (LTPP). Proposals for most station improvements and for all
new stations need to be approved by Network Rail.

Department for Transport

Network Rail’s role as coordinator of industry planning enables it to
be a gateway into the planning process for developers. It will ensure
that all the relevant industry parties are consulted at the
appropriate stage of a proposal’s development. Where appropriate,
Network Rail is prepared to be responsible for some formal
processes that need to be undertaken when altering the facilities
available to station or network users. This may include ‘Station
Change’ or ‘Network Change’ procedures.
Office of Rail Regulation
The Office of Rail Regulation (ORR) is the independent economic
and safety regulator for the whole rail network in Great Britain.
The ORR issues and modifies licences to operate trains and stations.
It also approves and may amend contracts for access to track,
stations and light maintenance depots. Each Train Operating
Company (TOC) requires a contract to enable its trains to call at any
station of which it is not the Station Facility Owner (SFO) – this is
referred to as an access agreement. The ORR must approve any
new or amended station access agreements.
The ORR will generally be concerned to ensure that the contracts
establish clear and appropriate obligations, remedies and
incentives on the parties. ORR has published a suite of template
station access contracts for this purpose.
Any material physical change to existing station facilities requires a
‘Station Change’, which has the effect of changing the terms of a
station access agreement. As such it will require ORR approval.
The provision of new stations and major works to existing stations
requiring the application of Technical Specifications for
Interoperability (TSI) require an Authorisation from the ORR under
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The Department for Transport (DfT) has overarching responsibility
for rail strategy and is the franchising authority for passenger rail
services provided by franchised TOCs in England. The DfT’s recently
launched Rail Executive has responsibility for working with the rail
industry to deliver the Government’s objectives for rail.
The DfT published the White Paper ‘Delivering a Sustainable
Railway’ in 2007 in which it identified priorities including continued
improvements to the safety and reliability of passenger and freight
services, consideration of wider environmental issues, improved
customer service and the provision of increased capacity to serve
growing demand. The White Paper did not include proposals to
invest in widespread re-openings of lines or stations.
Any additional station in England and Wales that might be
approved by Network Rail will also need to be authorised by the DfT,
if a franchised TOC is anticipated to serve it. Similarly, if third party
proposals include a change in the specified service of a franchised
operator (e.g. station stopping patterns or new station calls) the DfT
will be required to approve the proposals. The DfT will need to be
aware of any investment that would have an impact on the long
term finances of a franchisee. The DfT will also require any proposal
to have a sufficiently robust business case that follows its ‘Webtag’
process.
Transport Scotland
Transport Scotland is the national transport agency for Scotland
responsible for the rail network’s long term development, strategic
decisions about future investment and funding and specifying
where resources are targeted by Network Rail on infrastructure
maintenance and investment in Scotland. It is also the franchising
authority and funding body of passenger rail services provided
wholly within Scotland, and of the Anglo-Scottish sleeper services.
The Scottish planning framework and the objectives of Transport
Scotland are supported by seven statutory regional transport
partnerships.
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These regional bodies set rail investment of a local or regional
nature in a strategic regional context.

Following the DfT announcement in July 2007, the Mayor of London
also has statutory powers to fund enhancements to some rail
stations and service groups at limited points close to (but outside
of) the Greater London boundary, where railway geography makes
appropriate sense (e.g. routes as far as Shenfield and Dartford,
amongst others). TfL may wish to be involved in any changes made
to services or stations in these areas.

In Scotland, proposals for investment should follow the process set
out in the Scottish Transport Appraisal Guidance (STAG). This is an
evidence-based and objective-led multi-modal framework
approach, to be used to identify appropriate transport options to
address transport problems. STAG does not prioritise between
options but is used as a policy tool to inform decision making when
Scottish Government (including Transport Scotland) funding or
support is required. Promoters should also consult Scottish Planning
Policy 17 and Planning Advice Note 75. It is important to engage
with Transport Scotland as early as possible to allow a station
investment proposal to be assessed as an option through the STAG
process.
Welsh Government
The Welsh Government is currently co-signatory to the Wales and
Borders franchise operated by Arriva Trains Wales with the
Secretary of State, and is responsible for the financial and
performance management of passenger services covered by the
agreement and any enhancements to it. The Welsh Government
also has powers to fund rail infrastructure enhancements in Wales
over and above those required by the DfT. If proposals affect the
services provided by the Wales & Borders franchise operator the
Welsh Government will need to be involved in the approvals process.
Most new transport schemes in Wales will be appraised using Welsh
Transport Appraisal Guidance, which evaluates the economic, social
and environmental benefits of a proposal.
Transport for London and Passenger Transport Executives
Transport for London (TfL) is the specifier and funder of passenger
services on the North and West London Lines, the suburban lines
from London Euston to Watford Junction, the Gospel Oak to Barking
Line and the East London Line services from Highbury and Islington
to New Cross, West Croydon, Crystal Palace and Clapham Junction.

In the six former metropolitan county areas of England, Passenger
Transport Executives (PTEs) or Combined Transport Authorities
have an interest in the rail services that operate in their respective
areas (and in limited cases, outside their defined areas). Some local
rail services are directly supported from PTE funds through the TOC
franchise agreement. On Merseyside, statutory responsibility for
the services operating on the local network predominantly within
the PTE boundary (i.e. Merseyrail Electrics) has been devolved to the
PTE.
In these areas, PTEs will often express an interest in any
enhancement proposals as part of integrated transport initiatives
or local policies, irrespective of whether they directly support
services on the route.
Local Authorities
English Local Transport Authorities (LTA) set the transport
investment priorities for their areas. These are developed in Local
Transport Plans (LTP) or Local Implementation Plans produced with
Transport for London in the London Boroughs. Local planning
authorities (district/borough/city councils and unitary councils) are
required to produce Local Delivery Frameworks which include
details of proposals for large housing or mixed-use developments
and explore relevant transport solutions. Promoters should consult
these documents and work closely with the LTA and local planning
authorities to develop a proposal which fits with local transport
objectives and which may be able to benefit from local transport
funds.
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Franchised Train Operating Companies
Franchised TOCs operate passenger train services to a specified
Service Level Commitment (which is set by the franchising
authority). They act as Station Facility Owners (SFO) at specified
stations on their route.
Where a TOC is the SFO, it leases the station buildings and land (but
not the track) from Network Rail for the duration of its franchise. It
is responsible for general upkeep, cleaning, security and
maintenance of the station and car park areas if applicable (with
the car parking revenues falling to the TOC). It also provides ticket
sales facilities, operates gatelines where installed and provides
advice and assistance to passengers.
As the day to day operators of stations, TOCs have invaluable
knowledge about the needs of their customers and the issues that
need to be addressed. They are a key party to any changes that are
proposed and should be involved in any proposal from an early
stage.
Open access operators
Other, non-franchised, TOCs operate as ‘open access’ operators,
where services are run on a free-standing commercial basis. These
companies are licensed by ORR but do not have a franchise or
Service Level Commitment agreement with the DfT; they neither
receive subsidy, nor are they currently SFO at any station. However,
such a company may wish to negotiate calls at any new station if it
deems it commercially viable.
A list of open access operators is published on the Network Rail
website at http://www.networkrail.co.uk/aspx/2369.aspx
Any company can apply to run non-franchised train services as an
‘open access’ operator, through agreements with Network Rail and
the ORR.

07: Financial, contractual
and legislative issues

This chapter sets out an overview of the financial,
contractual and legislative considerations that
are relevant to enhancing an existing station or
delivering a new station onto the national rail
network. These include the most appropriate
options for procurement and construction and
any amendments required to the existing
contractual obligations of rail industry bodies.
Early dialogue with industry parties is essential as
they can assist promoters in working through
these requirements and in some cases take the
lead to ensure that certain requirements are met.

7.1 Network Rail approvals processes

7.2 Investment in existing stations

Any development of or change to Network Rail’s property requires a
number of approvals from Network Rail and may also need approval
from the Office of Rail Regulation (ORR) and the Train Operating
Companies (TOCs) who have contractual and regulatory
arrangements with Network Rail.

7.2.1 Network Rail approach

Amongst the design approvals required are the following:

•

Technical design approvals: typically Forms 001, 002 and 004
which need to be completed as the design develops. The
approval process is usually managed by the appointed Project
Manager’s engineer;

•

Landlord’s approvals: typically these include approval for third
party works and impacts on Network Rail property. The
landlord’s consent process is normally managed by the relevant
Buildings Engineer;

•
•

Change procedure: where a formal change is required to the
agreement with any TOC for access and occupancy
arrangements within station premises; and
Closure: Where part of a contracted facility is reduced or
removed as part of a works proposal it will need to be agreed
formally with the ORR, the Department for Transport (DfT) and
the affected TOC.

Network Rail’s investment process (GRIP) requires specific approvals
and hand back procedures to be put in place at a number of stages
in the project development phases and a full understanding of
these will be established at the outset of any particular project. The
GRIP process is explained in more detail in chapter 6.
Where stations are held on a long full repairing lease by the train
operator franchisee, and the proposed changes or improvements
fall within the scope of development rights of the franchisee, it will
be the franchisee’s investment processes and design approvals for
station assets that apply.
Birkenhead station following completion (Funded by: European Regional
Development fund, DfT, and Mersytravel)
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Network Rail has significant experience in facilitating
enhancements at stations and elsewhere on the rail network. The
company’s route-based teams can provide feedback and advice on
the development of a project. They can help developers with all
stages and approaches to enhancement of stations, from asset
protection through to complete project delivery. Depending on the
size of the scheme, and on the responsibility and development
rights of the train operating franchisee, the TOC may be the most
appropriate party to take forward enhancement proposals, and in
these instances Network Rail’s Strategic Planners will refer enquiries
to the appropriate personnel within the TOC.
Detailed information about Network Rail’s role in assisting
customers and stakeholders can be found in the ‘Doing business
with us’ section of the Network Rail website:
http://www.networkrail.co.uk/aspx/1544.aspx
This includes Network Rail’s Investing in the Network document
which provides further information about:

•

The investment process itself, including:

–– how projects are identified, prioritised and progressed
–– project development and implementation
–– Network Rail’s project management approach
•

The applicable contractual process, including contact
arrangements

As a result of extensive stakeholder consultation, and in keeping
with the regulatory requirements, Network Rail has developed a
number of template agreements for the range of services it
provides. The company is continuously reviewing and improving
these template agreements with the aim of providing promoters
with transparency on payments to Network Rail and on the
company’s obligations and accountability.
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The overall aim of this exercise is to make it easier for promoters to
do business with Network Rail. The template agreements can be
found on the Network Rail website:
http://www.networkrail.co.uk/aspx/1606.aspx
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it is prepared to credit this value against the commercial value that
use of Network Rail’s land and assets has created and in which,
having regard to the ORR guidelines, Network Rail would expect to
participate.

The ORR has a regulatory role in facilitating efficient and effective
network investment. ORR has published a number of relevant
documents and these can be found on its website:

Where the project value created is greater than the value of the
enhancement, Network Rail would expect to receive a share of this
additional value, which it may then use for the purposes of
maintaining and improving the railway. This would be calculated in
line with the ORR guidelines referred to in section 7.2.2.

http://www.rail-reg.gov.uk/server/show/nav.190

7.3 Operating new stations

The most important document is entitled ‘Investment Framework
Consolidated Policy & Guidelines’ (October 2010), and covers the
following topics:

The operation of a new station on the national rail network will
require the following relationships or arrangements to be put in
place:

•
•
•

the process for investment;

•

contractual commitment from the train operators to call at the
station and provide access to revenue and ticketing
arrangements;

financing options – in particular the possibility of using the same
mechanism for financing as used in the periodic review, that is
adjustment of Network Rail’s regulatory asset base (RAB);

•

•
•

incorporation into the safety regime provided by the Railways
and Other Guided Transport Systems (Safety) Regulations 2006
(‘ROGS’);

how costs should be recovered through charges;

•

inclusion of the station within regulated access arrangements,
permitting its use by other train operators;

•
•

a licensed Station Facility Owner (SFO) to operate the station;

•

the overall position regarding the responsibilities of ownership
should be addressed;

•

each of these is considered in more detail below.

7.2.2 Office of Rail Regulation Investment Policy Framework

West Hampstead station following completion of a National Stations
Improvement Programme project: waiting room and customer service
facility.
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what the different parties to an investment are obliged to do;

the remedies available when problems arise.

In addition, ORR has provided policy guidance on the regulatory
treatment of changes to station access charges due to investments
at stations. This is fundamental to the charging approach for
enhancements at stations, including the relative split of
responsibilities between Network Rail and other parties.
7.2.3 Shared value
In accordance with ORR guidelines set out in its Investment Policy
Framework, Network Rail recognises that in some cases the
requirement to deliver new or enhanced stations can be a key factor
in the grant of planning consent for significant development
projects. Use of Network Rail assets in this way can create
significant additional commercial value.
Where such value exists, Network Rail accepts that the provision of
the enhancement can be of value to Network Rail, and in such cases

in most cases, the creation of a property interest in the station
that will give the operator the right to manage the station, and,
as station facility owner, to deal with station access
arrangements for other users (in most cases this will be a lease or
underlease);
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Contractual commitment from the train operators
Train operators have a key role to play in assisting the development
of the railway. The provision of a station is an expensive
undertaking and in order to achieve transportation benefits it is
necessary to ensure a long term commitment from the train
operator and also the DfT, Transport Scotland or the Welsh
Assembly Government as appropriate to operate the associated
service. In Greater London and the Merseyside Passenger Transport
Executive areas the involvement or support of Transport for London
(TfL) or Merseytravel respectively will be necessary. This can be
achieved by incorporating the proposed station into the franchise
agreement (or if appropriate the rail concession through which
services are provided) if funding from the promoter can be made
available or if the project is commercially viable. It is essential that
the relevant train operator is engaged at the earliest stage as the
proposal develops.
The agreement of the DfT or Transport Scotland will be required to
ensure that the station has a long term future, and to ensure that
the requirements for current and future train services to stop at the
station are included within current and future franchise
agreements.
Winchester station following completion of an Access for All project

Promoters should also note that the addition of a station call to the
timetable is subject to a rail industry-led timetable development
process. The station needs to be incorporated into the national
timetable, passenger information media and the fares structure.
The timetable is developed through a pan-industry arrangement
where train operators or the DfT bring forward proposed
amendments to the timetable. Unless the DfT or Transport
Scotland are the sponsor of the proposed project, the promoter will
need to engage a train operator to act as sponsor to take forward
the proposed timetable change.
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The Railways Act 2005 makes provision for new services or station
calls to be designated as “experimental services”. This designation
allows a service to be withdrawn without the extensive consultation
process usually required and can apply for up to five years. When a
new service is being introduced, designation as experimental may
lessen the commercial risk for all parties by allowing the service to
be easily withdrawn should it not prove viable. Network Rail is able
to provide more detail on this mechanism if required, through the
contacts listed in chapter 8 in the first instance.
Safety regime
As mentioned in section 7.2, in order for a new station to become
usable as part of the national rail network, its operator must comply
with the conditions of the ROGS by obtaining a safety authorisation
from the ORR, the railway safety authority in Great Britain.
Successful application of ROGS is required before the station can be
operated by a licensed operator. Guidance on the application of
ROGS can be found at: http://orr.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_
file/0020/2567/rogs-guidance.pdf
Major work to existing stations and the construction of any new
station must also comply with the Common Safety Method for Risk
Evaluation and Assessment (CSM Regs). Guidance on the
application of the CSM Regs can be found at http://orr.gov.uk/
what-and-how-we-regulate/health-and-safety/regulation-andcertification/european-railway-safety-legislation/common-safetymethods
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Inclusion of the station within regulated access arrangements
Access to the rail network is a regulated activity and the creation or
modification of any agreements for access arising from such new
station proposals will need to be endorsed by the ORR. This applies
in relation to any track access agreement between Network Rail and
a train operator who is to call at the station, relating to the relevant
line of route. There will also be a need to ensure that station access
agreements are set up between the new station operator, assuming
that the operator will have a property interest so as to become the
station facility owner, and any TOC who is to call at the station. The
ORR provides guidance on these issues and promoters will be
signposted to the appropriate point of contact.
A licensed Station Facility Owner
The operator of any station (the SFO) is, unless exempted, required
to hold a licence. To be licensed, the operator must apply to ORR,
whose guidance in relation to licence applications can be found on
its website:
http://orr.gov.uk/what-and-how-we-regulate/licensing/licensingrailway-operators

Dover Priory station following completion of an National Stations
Improvement Programme project.

Some station licence conditions e.g. in relation to persons with
reduced mobility or complaints procedures involve DfT or ORR
approval, as also do ticketing arrangements under passenger train
licences; and related guidance may be sought from the DfT. It
should be noted that station operators are required to hold public
liability insurance to the value of £155 million.
Property interest
To become a station operator, a party is required to become
responsible for the management of the station. This will normally
be as a result of enjoying a property interest in the station entitling
that party to possession and control.
Where the land on which the station is constructed is owned by
Network Rail (and whatever is the proposed footprint for a new
station, the proximity of platforms to the line will be such that at
least some of the land may be expected to fall within Network Rail’s
current ownership), it will be necessary to enter into a lease, usually
directly between Network Rail and the prospective station operator.
In some cases, funding arrangements for new stations have
resulted in the development of more complex, bespoke leasing
structures.
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If the station is not operated under an existing licence holder’s
station licence it should be noted that the work required to satisfy
the various licence conditions may add to the total cost of the
overall scheme.
Responsibilities of ownership
A new station proposal must be accompanied by a robust
assessment of its costs, both capital costs associated with
construction and ongoing operating costs including those for
maintenance, repairs and renewals of buildings and systems. The
long term impacts of a station proposal on rail industry finances,
even where a station is provided free to the industry, will need to be
carefully considered. The commercial case must demonstrate to
the satisfaction of the the relevant franchising authority, e.g. DfT or
Transport Scotland and Network Rail that appropriate provisions
have been made for the ongoing operation and renewal of the
proposal.
Where Network Rail is to be responsible for repair and possibly
eventual renewal of the facility funding for this needs to be secured;
this may be through a regulated Long Term Charge, or equivalent,
to be paid by train operators leasing or using the station. Account
needs to be taken of this in the initial cost calculations. The National
Station Access Conditions currently provide guidance stating who is
responsible for maintenance and repair of the component parts of a
station.
7.4 Financial and contractual issues
7.4.1 Ownership of new stations
The typical arrangement for a new station is for Network Rail to be
the long term owner of any new or replacement station, normally
with a train operator taking on the responsibility of the SFO under
the regulated regime. This is currently the standard basis for the
majority of the existing 2,500 stations on the network.
Whilst Network Rail is expected to remain the freeholder for most
stations, the responsibilities of the train operator as SFO are likely to
increase under the Government’s plans to pass the long term
management and development of a number of franchised stations
to operators. This will make the franchisee SFO the lead railway
industry party for many changes and improvements to stations.
Network Rail acknowledges that each new station proposal will
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have its own unique characteristics and there may be good reasons
to explore alternative ownership models where there are distinct
industry benefits.
Conditions of station use by train operators are regulated by the
ORR which requires that access agreements between SFOs and train
operators using the station incorporate regulated Station Access
Conditions. Station leases also incorporate the same station access
conditions. These conditions set out the industry agreed matrix of
responsibility for such matters as maintenance, repair and renewal
as well as such facilities as the provision of train information. They
set out a wide range of other railway operational arrangements
including the rights exercisable by TOCs entitled to use the station
and other third parties and include dispute and claims processes in
relation to the non-availability of passenger or other facilities. They
also provide express provisions for third parties to promote station
investment.
7.4.2 Funding opportunities for investment in stations
Investment in existing stations
In England and Wales
Network Rail encourages 3rd party investment in station facilities
where this is an appropriate option. Over the current railway
industry five year funding cycle (2014-2019) there are a number of
railway industry funds relating to station investment to which 3rd
party investment could be linked:

Accrington eco-station
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•

National Stations Improvement Programme (NSIP) – a fund to
improve the passenger experience at stations including better
passenger information and to provide easier access for older or
disabled passengers and passengers with small children. £110m
has been allocated to station infrastructure improvement. The
programme sets out to achieve a noticeable improvement to the
passenger perception of stations by focusing on high footfall,
low passenger satisfaction stations.

•

Access for All (AfA) – a fund which targets an increase in
accessible stations across the network improving accessibility at
train stations nationwide by installing lifts and ramps. The
programme has aligned with other station investment
programmes, such as renewals and NSIP.

•
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Network Rail Discretionary Fund (NRDF) – while not a specific
station fund this is a fund for small schemes for which funding is
not available elsewhere and that have a positive whole-industry
business case. It is primarily aimed at schemes that will result in
an increase in the capacity or capability of the network.

In Scotland

•

Scottish Station Fund (SSF) - a fund to improve and enhance
station facilities as well as consider proposals for new stations.

•

Scottish Network Improvement Fund (SNIF) - a fund to enable
minor schemes which can be linked with planned renewals or
stand alone schemes which have a whole industry business case.
The fund is aimed at improving journey times, connectivity and
resilience.

Relocated or new stations
New stations can be promoted and financed directly by commercial
developers. In most cases such new stations would be part of a
much more significant commercial development where a new
station is required to meet planning requirements or where
enhanced transport facilities enable the developer to enhance the
value of the commercial development.
The most common arrangement for third party funding is to come
direct from a local authority or other funding body such as Local
Enterprise Partnership. Network Rail might be involved to a lesser or
greater extent in the delivery of the station depending upon the
circumstances.
A number of new stations have been delivered and financed by
Network Rail. In such circumstances funds for the project have been
provided by Network Rail in return for a stream of regulated charges
paid by the TOC. Where financial support from the DfT is required it
is often paid to the TOC in the form of increased subsidy or reduced
premium payments.
7.4.3 Planning authorities
Additional funding for investment in railway facilities can be
obtained through the planning process as a direct or indirect
consequence of development proposals. These are particularly
important where large scale and significant developments are
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proposed which will have a material impact on either the footfall at
stations or on the operation of the railway itself. In such
circumstances the rail industry would expect the local planning
authority to secure funding towards mitigation or improvements
from the developer, via the current “planning obligations”
mechanism (Section 106 Agreements), Community Infrastructure
Levy (CIL) or equivalent. Government guidance also enables local
authorities to pool such contributions from a number of
development projects to invest in infrastructure improvements,
particularly where a number of schemes will jointly benefit from
new or enhanced station facilities, or the need for mitigation arises
from the effects of additional development in the surrounding area.

York station following completion of the National Stations Improvement
Programme project

At a national level, planning guidance on transport infrastructure
differs across England, Wales and Scotland. In England this is
provided by the National Planning Policy Framework; in Wales it is
currently provided by Planning Policy Wales (Edition 7, July 2014), to
be replaced by a new Planning Bill as primary legislation later in
2014. Scotland’s primary guidance is the National Planning
Framework 3, identifying 14 key national developments projects
some with rail infrastructure implications (http://www.scotland.gov.
uk/Topics/Built-Environment/planning/National-PlanningFramework).
In Scotland, Section 75 of the Town & Country Planning (Scotland)
Act 1997 is similar to Section 106 in England and Wales. One
particular difference, however, is that a Section 75 “agreement” is a
negotiated contract (in England this may be the case, but
developers can also offer a unilateral obligation, i.e. they can state
that if planning permission is granted, they will provide a particular
facility or service and that is taken into account in the decision). In
all cases (i.e. England, Wales and Scotland) the agreement needs to
be signed (i.e. for the obligation to be binding) before planning
permission can be formally granted. It should also be noted that CIL
does not apply in Scotland.
Network Rail, as a Statutory Undertaker, has certain permitted
development rights across England, Wales and Scotland (although
under separate legislation) to undertake certain works without
further planning permission. This can include alterations and
further modifications to existing station buildings.
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It is also relevant where certain design controls may not apply.
However, there is no such exemption under Listed Building
legislation, where any works impacting on such buildings normally
require separate consent prior to commencement. Many existing
stations are Listed Buildings, or are within Conservation Areas. If
enhancement proposals seek to repair, conserve or restore such
buildings, grants may also be available from the Railway Heritage
Trust: http://www.railwayheritagetrust.co.uk/
Construction of new stations (i.e. in locations where there was
previously no station at all, as opposed to alterations to existing
stations covered in the paragraph above) is not usually possible
under permitted development rights. In such cases either a
planning consent, Development Consent Order following the
Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects process, or a Transport
and Works Act (TWA) Order or a Transport and Works Act Scotland
(TAWS) Order, may be needed (http://infrastructure.planningportal.
gov.uk).
In all cases each proposal must be assessed on its merits to ensure
the correct approach is taken as various thresholds and differences
apply depending on the type of proposed development and
whether it is in England, Wales or Scotland. Where permitted
development is being used, early consultation with the relevant
local authority is critical and in certain instances the ‘prior approval’
of such works from the local planning authority may also be
required before construction can commence. Even though works
may be permitted development, the local authority is still able to
exert an influence over the design and location of the proposed
works.
Interpretation of the various planning acts and related legislation is
a specialised field and matters relating to town planning should
always be referred through the Strategic Planners to the National
Town Planning team at Network Rail for guidance on the use of this
legislation including when permitted development rights are to be
used. In certain cases specialist legal advice may also be required.
Project budget and timing implications should therefore be checked
with Network Rail’s internal Town Planning team at an early stage in
the GRIP process for an idea of the likely complexity of each case
and to identify related cost/timing risks.
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7.5 Legislation, controls & approvals
7.5.1 Applicable controls
Designers should be aware that in addition to nationally applicable
legislation in Scotland, England and Wales, additional provisions
and procedures apply specifically to the railway industry.
As Statutory Undertaker certain types of legislation do not apply or
are not relevant. Prior to the commencement of any design
commission or any contract works, guidance should be sought from
the relevant property department at Network Rail to understand
these. Contact should be made through a Network Planning point
of contact who can assist a promoter through the pre-feasibility
process.
7.5.2 Design and approvals
The overall design of the proposed station will need to satisfy a
number of tests. It should:

•

Peterborough station following completion of an National Stations
Improvement Programme project
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Provide suitable capacity and facilities to achieve the promoter’s
objectives. This may include provision for future growth which
can be achieved passively through appropriate design and
location of facilities

•

Comply with relevant European and National standards to
ensure the construction, operation, maintenance and renewal of
the facility can be achieved safely and straightforwardly

•
•

Have regard to any heritage requirements
Satisfy Network Rail’s emerging design standards, or train
operator standards where appropriate (when stations are held
on a long full repair lease)

Given the high public profile of stations, developers are encouraged
to incorporate sustainable design principles from the very start of
any project. This means considering not only the function of the
station – for example the incorporation of renewable energy
features such as solar or wind power – but also the sustainability of
materials used in construction. For example, the incorporation of
locally-sourced or recycled material can have a significant impact
on the overall environmental impact of the building. Getting the
design right not only results in a high performance building, it also
benefits rail’s overall sustainability performance and can act as a
beacon of good practice within local communities
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The approval process can take two differing routes depending on
Network Rail’s role in the overall development and delivery of the
facility. If Network Rail is commissioned using forms of contracts in
the suite approved by the ORR, it will work towards enabling designs
to be compliant with standards and that the outcome, developed in
full collaboration with the promoter and the TOC, is capable of
being built.
Network Rail will then oversee construction and hand over to the
selected operator.
If the promoter wishes to design and deliver an enhancement or
new station itself, then Network Rail will take an Asset Protection
(ASPRO) role (again contracted between the promoter and Network
Rail using forms of contract in the suite approved by the ORR) and
Network Rail would approve plans through a two tier process. This is
a standard process, but Network Rail strongly recommends early
dialogue to agree that the proposal in principle works before
preparation begins on the more detailed work submissions, as this
avoids unnecessary activity, delay and ultimately costs.
It is recognised that promoters may not, understandably,
appreciate the detailed technical and legislative issues that may
have to be taken into account for each location – track curvature,
signal sighting, proximity of track and other rail infrastructure – that
can have a material effect on the concept and should be factored in
at an early stage. Similarly, there may be issues of other railway
schemes in existence or in contemplation that may have bearing on
the promoter’s aspirations. Network Rail is well placed as network
custodian to offer guidance on these points. In this instance, costs
arising to Network Rail from implementing asset protection
measures are charged back to the developer through a mechanism
detailed in the asset protection contract.
7.5.3 Industry standards
The rail industry has safety, technical and procedural standards
that apply only to Railway Infrastructure, including stations. It is a
legal requirement that all parties comply with these standards to
the extent that their approved Safety Management System refers
to and depends upon them.
These standards must be considered when developing station
schemes, in addition to those processes that relate to station access
contracts and leases.
There are several types of standards:
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Railway Group Standards
Network Rail’s Safety Management System is based on compliance
with Railway Group Standards (RGSs), which are produced,
managed and maintained by the Rail Safety and Standards Board
(RSSB) on behalf of “Railway Group Members” i.e. Network Rail, the
TOCs and those Freight Operating Companies (FOCs) operating on
the national rail network. RGSs have been devised to provide a
framework for system safety and safe interworking across the rail
industry, by providing clear, concise and cost effective standards,
which encourage compliance and consistency without hindering
innovation. Further information can be found at: www.rgsonline.co.
uk/default.aspx

Bathgate - new station (Funded by: Transport Scotland)
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Technical Specifications for Interoperability
Technical Specifications for Interoperability (TSI) are European
standards that are applicable to the UK rail network and are
published by the European Railway Agency (ERA). They specify
certain characteristics required in order to meet the Essential
Requirements specified in each TSI.
The TSI applicable to stations are the Persons with Reduced
Mobility (PRM) TSI and the Infrastructure (INF) TSI. Both of these
TSI are undergoing revision and the new versions will come into
force in January 2015. Current and planned TSI can be found at
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/background-to-railinteroperability
Network Rail company standards
Network Rail develops, publishes and maintains its own technical
standards by which it mandates, through requirements and
processes, its staff and contractors to uphold the commitments it
has made in its Safety Management System. These Network Rail
company standards are subordinate to Railway Group Standards
and Technical Specifications for Interoperability, and are published
in 3 levels. Level 1 standards generally set objectives and goals,
Level 2 standards set systems and controls – effectively “what to
do”, and Level 3 standards address delivery.
Accessibility standards
Under Section 71B of the Railways Act 1993 the Secretary of State
maintains a Code of Practice to protect the interests of disabled
people travelling by rail. All passenger train station operators are
encouraged to use the document, and those who are licensed must
follow its standards.
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The latest version of the code can be viewed on the DfT’s website:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/3191/accessible-train-station-design-cop.
pdf
Office of Rail Regulation and Health and Safety Executive guidance
There are a number of sets of guidance published by the various
safety regulators.
The enforcement of railway system safety is the responsibility of
the ORR, and the responsibility for Health and Safety other than
that related to railway safety (and which includes any parts of the
railway under possession) is the responsibility of the Health and
Safety Executive.
Guidance related to the minimum safety requirements to be taken
into account in developing alterations to infrastructure (which
includes stations) was formerly published by the Her Majesty’s
Railway Inspectorate (HMRI) and has been taken over by the ORR.
The relevant document for stations is the Railway Safety Principles
and Guidance Part 2 Section B – Guidance on Stations and is
available here:
http://www.rail-reg.gov.uk/upload/pdf/rspg-2b-statns.pdf
In addition, under the provisions of the Railways and Other Guided
Transportation Systems (Safety) Regulations 2006 (ROGS), the duty
holder for that station (Network Rail if a managed station, the TOC
if leased) is required to appoint a “competent person” to assess the
safety risks arising from any change to the station. Network Rail
has published Level 3 standards (NR/WI/ACC/0001) which need to
be referred to in relation to infrastructure change projects at
Network Rail managed stations. If the station is leased, the TOC
who is the duty holder under ROGS for that station will need to be
consulted, and their arrangements applied.
7.5.4 Fire legislation
National legislation applies and this contains specific reference to
sub-surface stations. Whilst this was primarily drafted to apply to
underground stations, it nonetheless applies to a number of
Network Rail’s stations, particularly those beneath major
developments. Advice should always be taken from Network Rail’s
Fire Safety Engineer.

08: Network Rail contacts
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Network Rail contacts
The initial point of contact at Network Rail for developers and local
authority officers who are considering investment in the rail network
are the Strategic Planning teams as shown:
Scotland
Scotland

Lead Strategic Planner (Scotland)
Tel: 0141 5554020
LNE & East Midlands
Lead Strategic Planner (London North East & East Midlands)
Tel: 01904 383096
LNW
Lead Strategic Planner (London North West)
Tel: 0121 3453142
Western

LNW

Lead Strategic Planner (Western)
Tel: 01793 389614

LNE &
East Midlands

Wales
Lead Strategic Planner (Wales)
Tel: 0292 0929693

Wales

London & South East
Lead Strategic Planner (London & South East)
Tel: 020 3357 7900

Western

London &
South East

Network Rail
1 Eversholt Street
London
NW1 2DN
www.networkrail.co.uk

